
# 2798, GORGEOUS 5BD GOLF VILLA IN CAP
CANA, PUNTA CANA! 

  Single Family Detached.   $
2,800,000  

Cap Cana, Dominican Republic
Tropical Paradise: 5BD Golf Villa in Cap Cana, Punta Cana!
This amazing 5-bedroom villa will take you on a voyage into the land of unrivaled luxury and leave
you speechless. Immerse yourself in a world where every feature has been carefully crafted with
attention to detail, engulfing you in an ambiance of elegance and sophistication. This exquisite
retreat is located in the famous community of Cap Cana and features a private pool that tempts you
to plunge into its clear waters while providing panoramic views of the impeccable golf course that
will enchant your senses. Get ready to be amazed by the immaculate design that perfectly
combines comfort and style. Enter a sanctuary with luxurious finishes, where elegance and
refinement are evident in every nook and cranny. A monument to culinary prowess, the fully
furnished kitchen beckons you to experience culinary adventures within this magnificent residence.
This amazing property offers an abundance of sleeping sanctuaries, accommodating up to 12
valued guests, making it ideal for family retreats and special get-togethers with friends. Each of the
five immaculately decorated bedrooms has been carefully selected to envelop you in peace and
inspire thoughts of extravagance. Additionally, two maid's quarters extend their warm embrace,
offering additional room and countless options for lodging. The expansive terrace outside invites
you to let loose and let the symphony of spectacular vistas wash over you. Observe the golf
course's undulating greens, a captivating canvas of vivid colors that highlights the magnificence of
nature. Enjoy tranquility while lounging in the sun-drenched oasis or taking refreshing dips in the
private pool's turquoise waters. This spectacular property is situated close to a variety of local
conveniences and enticing attractions, allowing convenience and luxury to coexist in perfect
harmony. With its incomparable pool and golf course views, this magnificent hideaway stands as
the pinnacle of sophisticated enjoyment, whether you seek a tranquil sanctuary for rest or a
bustling oasis for amazing activities. Take your trip to new heights, make this opulent home your go-
to destination, and make amazing experiences that will reverberate in your heart forever.

Name Jazzibel Munoz
Phone (732) 351-6757

BASE INFORMATION:
Bed :  5
Bath :  5

LAND INFORMATION:
Sq. ft. :  11836

BUILDING INFORMATION:
Built on :  0
Remodeled on :  0
Number of Floors : 
Floor area (Lower) :  0
Floor area (Main
Level)

:  0

Floor area (Upper) :  0
Floor area (Total) :  0
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